Minutes of the meeting held on 9th April 2010.

People attended: Deepa, Ashata, Bharath, Indranil, Shyam, Nandan

Disco:
-

Big hall is ok. provided good publicity is made.

o Even if we don’t make much money, we get to keep the “Asha Disco” brand name, have fun
and publicize Asha.
-

21th of May is a good date (ETH semester end on 4th June) : Priyanka is this ok for you ?

- max expected expenditure : 2300.- : Greg if you can get a discount on the big hall also it
will be great.
-

Publicity in facebook and other e-communities : Nandan

-

Check for other parties and reserve the hall this week : Shyam/Greg

Updates from Deepa
-

Contact of Deepa (Mayur) coming here 30/6 – 4/7 – all expenses paid by Rotary of Mumbai.

- His skills: stress management, personality development, meditation, chanting, painting,
tabla.
-

Possible program : one hour yoga class break and one hour meditation : intro + practice

-

His Rotary club contacts and air yoga contacts need to be contacted

-

We pay him 20% of the profits.

-

Deepa : gets dates from Mayur and explain him our req.

-

Akshata : get his info from Deepa and contact Airyoga for an intro to yoga.

Poster updates from Nandan

-

Anil will help in re-formatting the poster

Weltmarkt organization in May ?
-

Contact Kamlesh uncle : Anil

Status of NSP project:
-

The costs are high so we need to find an event for this

- Travel costs of the person visiting need to be paid by asha – just 3rd AC train ticket (DelhiBhuwaneshwar-Delhi)

Manipur project no FCRA confirmation yet

Site visit to Dhule
- Cognizant contact approached by Indranil. He will make the visit and give us the report in
June
-

Ask Promod to call Fr. Augustien when and how much money do they need ?

-

Make contact and find updates.

Uploading photos and site-visit report from Akshadeep onto the webpage: Deepa will send the
material to Anil and he will upload to datastore.

Finding groups that put children to school: Since right to education exists we don’t need to pay
for the schools. Asha Zurich is fine with funding these organizations that look for uneducated
children and take them to schools. Further updates in next meeting by Bharat.

Vishwanidam (by Akshata) :

-

We should hear by next week about one time FCRA. He is confident about getting it.
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